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CARNIVORE OCCURRENCE ALONG AN URBAN–RURAL GRADIENT: A LANDSCAPE-LEVEL ANALYSIS
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Human development impacts the landscape by altering the size and shape of natural habitat patches, replacing natural vegetation with other types such as lawns and row crops, or introducing environmental stressors such as increased human activity and pollutants. We investigated the effects of human alterations to the landscape on the distribution of 3 mammalian carnivores (coyote [Canis latrans], raccoon [Procyon lotor], and red fox [Vulpes vulpes]) along an urban–rural gradient in northern Illinois. Distribution of each species was assessed from occurrence at scent stations placed within or along the edges of 47 sites > 4 ha, representing 7 different natural or anthropogenically altered habitats. We averaged presence or absence scores across several seasonal samples over a year, and used an outlying mean index analysis to compare them to environmental variables gathered for each site, including habitat and landscape metrics presumed to reflect varying degrees of anthropogenic influence across the urban–rural gradient. Coyotes used a variety of habitats within the rural part of the gradient. Red foxes were found in forest interiors or shrubland and old fields near forests where coyotes were least detected. Both canids were detected more often in areas of lower human densities but prey abundance was not a strong determinant of their occurrence. Overall occurrence along the gradient was highest for raccoons, which were positively associated with urban areas with relatively high residential land use.
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Urbanization, the anthropogenic conversion of land into residential, commercial, and industrial uses, leads to pronounced landscape-level changes that significantly alter the structure and function of affected ecosystems (Niemelä 1999). Cities and surrounding suburbs of urban areas in the United States occupy more than 5% of the country’s surface area and contain about 80% of its population (United States Census Bureau 2001). These urban areas are defined by a high-density core of ≥386 people/km² (1,000 people/mile²) and surrounding census blocks with at least 193 people/km² (500 people/mile²); adjacent areas with lower human density are typically designated as rural (United States Census Bureau 2002). Native habitat has been largely eliminated in the core of many urban and industrial centers (McKinney 2002). The vegetated areas that remain are highly isolated and heavily managed or disturbed (Whitney 1985). Expansion of suburban residential areas into the rural zone, a leading cause of the phenomenon known as “urban sprawl” (Lindstrom and Bartling 2003), fragments remaining native habitat patches while affiliated recreational areas such as parks, gardens, and golf courses introduce new types of habitats. Although the latter may serve as attractors of some wildlife (Blair 1996), overall species diversity may be negatively impacted at the urban–rural interface by the creation of abrupt habitat boundaries, introduction of nonnative species, and degradation of areas that receive human-generated wastes (McKinney 2002; Pickett et al. 2001). Habitat loss and fragmentation occur in rural areas in which agricultural crops have replaced extensive areas of native vegetation (Neely and Heister 1987).

In general, the degree of land cover alteration and intensity of land use tends to decrease with the decrease in human population densities from the urban center to surrounding rural locations (McDonnell et al. 1997). This urban–rural gradient can be used to study the effects of urbanization on vertebrate species diversity as well as reciprocal influences between urban centers and less-populated surroundings (Nilon and Pais 1997; Pickett et al. 2001). The more developed parts of urban–rural gradients are associated with high local extinction rates and long-term habitat loss (McKinney 2002). There are a few examples of vertebrate species that can exploit the highly developed urban core, such as some birds and lizards that are adapted to living in or on structures
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broadly replicated in the urban environment (e.g., former cliff dwellers—Blair 1996; Clergeau et al. 1998; Germaine and Wakeling 2001). More species tolerate areas of moderate development, characteristic of most suburbs, possibly because of their preference for occupying habitat edges or their ability to find food sources not normally available in their natural environments (Adams 1994; Blair 1996; Germaine and Wakeling 2001; McKinney 2002). Small habitat patches within urban and suburban areas may support viable populations of some native amphibians, reptiles, and small mammals, if they are arranged in an interconnected system that includes some relatively undisturbed patches (Dickman 1987; Mackin-Rogalska et al. 1988).

Animals with extensive space requirements, low reproductive rates, or susceptibility to human persecution, such as many large mammalian carnivores, have been negatively impacted by land alteration and human activity associated with urbanization (Mathiæ and Stearns 1981). Nonetheless, some medium-sized generalist predators may be able to persist (McKinney 2002). Studies in Great Britain have shown use and colonization of urban areas by red foxes (Vulpes vulpes—Harris and Smith 1987). Red foxes initially immigrated into low-density residential areas on the edge of British cities, and subsequently have been shown to occur in habitat patches of various sizes within higher density residential areas, including woodland, grassland, and gardens (Dickman 1987). Red fox expansion into urban areas of other countries such as Switzerland, Poland, Australia, and Japan has become the subject of recent investigations on urban carnivore distributions, zoonoses, and human–carnivore interactions (Gloor et al. 2001; Jakubiec-Benroth and Jakubiec 2001; Marks and Bloomfield 1999; Tsukada et al. 2000).

In North America, red foxes and coyotes (Canis latrans) may occur not only in rural areas but also suburban and occasionally more densely populated urban areas (Atkinson and Shackleton 1991; Gibeau 1998; Grinder and Krausman 2001; Lewis et al. 1999). Both these canids can exhibit variable diets dependent upon local and seasonal food availability (Brillhart and Kaufman 1995; Scott and Klimstra 1955) and exploit small mammal prey in urban–rural environments (Cepok 2004; Lavin et al. 2003). Coyotes also shift from typical diurnal and nocturnal activity patterns to largely nocturnal movements in response to high human activity or depredation (Kitchen et al. 2000; McClenen et al. 2001; Patterson et al. 1999) but are generally more sensitive to habitat fragmentation (i.e., small and isolated habitat patches) than are smaller predators (Crooks 2002). Other North American carnivores associated with urban areas include the striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis), kit fox (Vulpes macrotis), gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus), and raccoon (Procyon lotor—Crooks 2002; Cypher and Frost 1999; Rosatte et al. 1991). Raccoons, in particular, may achieve their highest densities in urban areas (Prange et al. 2003), due in part to maintaining consistently smaller home-range sizes than rural conspecifics (Prange et al. 2004) and their omnivorous feeding habits. These examples suggest that predators with smaller space requirements or relatively adaptable behaviors, mediated through flexible diets, habitat use, or activity patterns, are more likely to persist in areas of urban development. However, the tolerance threshold mammalian carnivores have for urbanization may be dependent on a variety of landscape-level factors and vary with the degree of anthropogenic disturbance.

We investigated how landscape patterns, habitat characteristics, and prey availability along an urban–rural gradient in the midwestern United States affect the distribution of mammalian carnivores. Environmental factors such as anthropogenic structures, individual habitat characteristics, and interrelatedness of habitat patches along an urban–rural gradient may interact to yield a complex, nonlinear gradient (McDonnell et al. 1993). Hence, we used a multivariate gradient analysis to address whether carnivore occurrence varies in general and by species along an urban–rural gradient and how landscape-level metrics and anthropogenic alterations to the environment may affect carnivore occurrence.

We predicted that raccoons would have the most widespread distribution among the possible carnivores occurring in the urban–rural gradient, because of their highly omnivorous diets and known association with urban areas. We also predicted that other medium-sized carnivores in our region, such as striped skunks and red foxes, would be tolerant of and therefore occur in moderately fragmented habitats characteristic of near-urban and suburban development. Last, we expected the largest carnivore in our study area, the coyote, to most commonly occur within the largest habitat patches, which are likely to persist further from urban development.

**Materials and Methods**

**Study area.—** Our study was located in the metropolitan area of Chicago, Illinois, which supports approximately 9 million human residents and is characterized by significant urban sprawl (United States Census Bureau 2002). We identified sites to sample carnivores along a 100 × 15-km transect (Fig. 1), originating at the center of the urban population of Chicago, the approximate center of the downtown area. The transect ended at a 12,000-ha complex that included several conservation areas, natural areas, and preserves, most notably Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie (sites 57–63; Fig. 1). Some major land-use features, particularly extensive industry and agriculture, were not adequately sampled by a direct straight-line transect from the urban area to the conservation areas. We therefore used geographical information system (GIS; ArcView 3.2a—Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. 2000) databases, in particular the Illinois Department of Natural Resources Land Cover Atlas (Illinois Department of Natural Resources 1996), to guide selection of the urban–rural gradient with a goal of maximizing the range of land-use features. The selection procedure broadly identified an area proceeding south of downtown Chicago, then west, as maximizing the diversity of land coverages along the gradient. To avoid bias when delineating the gradient within these areas, the transect was established due south of Chicago for 50 km and then due west for 50 km (Fig. 1). The northernmost portion passed through commercial, industrial, high-density residential, and suburban areas, whereas the east–west portion passed through suburban, agricultural, and large natural areas.

**Environmental features of the gradient.—** For the purposes of several concurrent studies, we identified a total of 70 sites ≥ 4 ha and with the potential for long-term persistence along the urban–rural gradient (Fig 1). These sites were discreet areas representing 8 different habitat categories: mowed lawn, nonnative grassland, old...
field, prairie, row crops, shrubland, woodland, and woodland edge. We selected 11 landscape variables that were presumed to be representative of anthropogenic influences (Table 1). Small mammal prey abundance (Prey) was ascertained from trapping data at each site. Prey sampling was conducted in the autumn during 1998 and 1999 at each site using three 100-m-long transects with mouse traps placed every 10 m and rat traps every 20 m (51 traps per site; Victor snap traps, Woodstream Corporation, Lititz, Pennsylvania). Small mammal densities tend to peak in autumn in northern Illinois (Getz et al. 1979; Yunger 1996); thus we chose autumn to help maximize the sampling effort. Each trapping transect was at least 50 m from the nearest transect and change in vegetation or edge, except when sampling woodland edge habitat. Traps were baited with a mixture of rolled oats and peanut butter and sites were sampled for 3 consecutive days per year. Abundance of prey at each site was calculated by averaging the total number of small mammals captured over the 2 years. All field procedures met the guidelines recommended by the American Society of Mammalogists (Animal Care and Use Committee 1998).

We used a GIS (ArcView 3.2a—Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. 2000) to calculate the spatial variables related to individual habitat patches and landscape characteristics. Habitat patch size (Patch Size) equaled the area of the patch in which the sampling site was located (zero for woodland edge habitat) and was determined from digitized 3.75-min digital ortho photo quadrangles with 1-m resolution (United States Geological Survey 1999). Boundaries were defined as either distinct changes in vegetation or anthropogenic alterations. Area-weighted mean patch fractal dimension (AWMPFD) was used as a measure of landscape fragmentation (Milne 1991). It incorporates perimeter-to-area ratios for patches across the landscape with higher weighting to larger patches. Values for this metric range from 1 to 2; lower values (near 1) indicate a more homogeneous or less-fragmented environment (McGarigal and Marks 1995). Values of AWMPFD for a 10-km radius from each site’s center were determined using the Patch Analyst extension (Rempel et al. 1999) for ArcView 3.2 GIS. A road density index (Road Density) was calculated for an area within a 1-km radius of the center of each sampling site,

![Fig. 1.—Land coverages, based upon Landsat thematic mapping data (United States Geological Survey 1995) for the urban–rural gradient in the Chicago metropolitan area, and the 70 sampling sites originally identified along the urban–rural gradient. For this study, 47 of these sites (numbered) were used. The southwestern shore of Lake Michigan appears in the northeastern corner of the map; the large brown area near the southwestern portion of the gradient is Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie and the large yellow area is Goose Lake Prairie State Natural Area (41°21′54″N, 88°19′30″W). N. N. = nonnative.](image-url)
Table 1.—Explanations and descriptive statistics of the environmental variables examined along the urban–rural gradient in the Chicago metropolitan area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>$\bar{x} \pm SE$</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prey</td>
<td>Mean no. per site</td>
<td>Average number of small mammal prey captured between 1998 and 1999.</td>
<td>8.24 ± 1.00</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>0–31.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch size</td>
<td>ha</td>
<td>The area of the habitat patch in which the sampling site was located.</td>
<td>82.47 ± 27.18</td>
<td>12.81</td>
<td>0–1,261.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>(none)</td>
<td>The ratio of area to perimeter of the habitat patch within which each site occurred.</td>
<td>106.36 ± 14.32</td>
<td>68.64</td>
<td>0–599.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWMPFDa</td>
<td>(none)</td>
<td>Index of fragmentation (range 1–2) within a 10-km radius from the center of each site.</td>
<td>1.299 ± 0.003</td>
<td>1.297</td>
<td>1.250–1.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban distance</td>
<td>km</td>
<td>Distance from the center of the sampling site to the center of urban Chicago.</td>
<td>48.29 ± 2.22</td>
<td>49.15</td>
<td>9.10–80.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road density</td>
<td>km per 3.14 km²</td>
<td>The sum of the linear distance of roads within a 1-km radius from the center of each site multiplied by a weighting factor for each road type.</td>
<td>22.04 ± 2.11</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>0.15–72.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human density</td>
<td>no. per 5.76 km²</td>
<td>Number of people in 9 quarter sections associated with each site.</td>
<td>3,082.53 ± 741.95</td>
<td>242.50</td>
<td>0–31,829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>ha per 5.76 km²</td>
<td>The total area of industrial land use located within 9 quarter sections associated with each site.</td>
<td>13.02 ± 2.78</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0–108.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>ha per 5.76 km²</td>
<td>The total area of commercial land use located within 9 quarter sections associated with each site.</td>
<td>10.68 ± 2.18</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0–104.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>ha per 5.76 km²</td>
<td>The total area of residential land use located within 9 quarter sections associated with each site.</td>
<td>72.51 ± 10.53</td>
<td>43.64</td>
<td>0–384.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>ha per 78.54 km²</td>
<td>The total area of agricultural land use located within a 5-km radius from the center of each sampling site.</td>
<td>521.79 ± 53.48</td>
<td>471.66</td>
<td>0.28–1,533.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*AWMPFD = area-weighted mean patch fractal dimension.*

represented by the formula: Road Density = $\sum$ (linear distance × weighting factor). Both paved surfaces and greater road width are positively correlated with traffic volume, whereas road crossing and adjacent habitat use by mammals is negatively correlated with traffic volume (Clevenger et al. 2001; Oxley et al. 1974; Waller and Servheen 2005). Hence, we ranked the assigned weighting factors from high to low according to the amount of traffic and potential disturbance to wildlife: interstate highway = 5, United States highway = 4, primary county road = 3, residential street = 2, and secondary county road = 1. Density of the human population (Human Density) associated with each sampling site was calculated within the quarter section in which a site occurred and the 8 surrounding quarter sections (totaling 5.83 km²), using United States Census Bureau (1990) data. Each quarter section is 0.805 km² and represents a subdivision of a section (640 acres or 2.6 km²), a standard area in which land has been surveyed by the United States government. Likewise, industrial, residential, and commercial densities within blocks of 9 quarter sections surrounding sampling sites were obtained from the Northwestern Illinois Planning Commission’s Digital Map of the Greater Chicago Area (Version 1.0, 1999, in litt.). Proportion of agricultural land use (Agricultural) included the total area of either corn (Zea mays) or soybean (Glycine max) row crops within a 5-km radius surrounding the center of each sampling site.

Carnivore sampling.—We evaluated carnivore occurrences at 47 of the 70 established sites within the urban–rural gradient. These 47 sites were chosen to include the diversity of habitats and land use along the urban–rural gradient while maintaining at least 1.0 km between site boundaries, except for sites representing woodland edge habitat. We documented carnivore occurrence using scent stations constructed by placing cardboard disk. A cotton swab was dipped in a commercial predator lure (Cronk’s Predator 500; Cronk’s Outdoor Supplies, Wiscasset, Maine) and placed upright in the middle of the disk. To maximize the likelihood of detection, the stations were arranged at 20-m intervals along three 100-m transects spaced >50 m apart within each site (18 stations per site). Each scent-station transect was at least 50 m from the nearest change in vegetation or edge (except when sampling woodland edge habitat). Carnivore tracks at the scent stations were identified to species and recorded for 2–3 consecutive days, weather permitting, per site, over 3 seasons: autumn 1998, winter–spring 1999, and summer 1999. Because of a lack of independence among scent stations (Sargeant and Johnson 1997; Smith et al. 1994), we scored a carnivore species as present (1) at a site if its tracks were detected at any of the scent stations over the days sampled per season or absent (0) if not detected (Sargeant et al. 1998). To account for potential differences in number of sampling days across seasons, we divided each site’s seasonal score by number of days sampled then averaged across seasons.

Statistical analyses.—We used a cluster analysis (STATISTICA 5.5—StatSoft, Inc. 2000), based upon a tree clustering algorithm of the environmental variables, to organize all 70 sites in the urban–rural gradient into discreet regions. Although only 47 sites were used for this study, all 70 sites initially identified along the urban–rural gradient were retained in the cluster analysis to facilitate better grouping into regions. To maximize within-group similarity, the distance coefficient was city-block (Manhattan), which is a derivation of the Euclidean distance between 2 values. It computes average differences of input variables and helps dampen the effect of outliers (StatSoft, Inc. 2000). We chose a complete linkage strategy, which aggregates clusters based upon distances of furthest neighbors, to minimize between-group similarities (McGarigal and Marks 1995).

We tested for significant differences of environmental variables among the regions identified by the cluster analysis with a 1-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA; SAS PROCEDURE GLM—SAS Institute Inc. 1999). We used a 2-way MANOVA to determine whether occurrence of different carnivore species varied significantly among different regions and habitats of the urban–rural gradient. Interpretation of the MANOVAs was based on type III sum
of squares. If a MANOVA was significant at $P \leq 0.05$, we conducted a series of post hoc 1-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) on the individual environmental variables and 2-way ANOVAs using the average presence scores for each carnivore species in different regions and habitats. Although alpha levels may be inflated when using multiple ANOVAs, no alternative post hoc tests for MANOVA are available (Scheiner 1993). Consequently, we determined significance through a more conservative value of $P \leq 0.01$. If the carnivore response variables were significant in a 2-way ANOVA, Ryan’s Q multiple range analysis was used to identify differences among regions or habitats (Day and Quinn 1989).

We ascertained the influence of environmental variables on carnivore occurrences along the urban–rural gradient through an outlying mean index or marginality analysis using the software program ADE-4 (Thioulouse et al. 2001). The outlying mean index analysis is a multivariate ordination technique designed for gradient studies and is broadly similar to canonical correspondence analysis in that variance in species occurrence is maximized along ordination axes derived from the input of environmental data (Doledec et al. 2000; Dray et al. 2003; Ter Braak 1986). The outlying mean index, or marginality, is interpreted to represent the deviation of average environmental conditions used by a species and the average environmental conditions for the entire study area. Hence, species with high marginality values are assumed to be influenced by a subset of the measured environmental variables. Low marginality indicates no specific response of a species to the environmental variables; such species tend to be more common throughout the study area. An additional variable, tolerance, is a function of the number of sites with which a species is associated and the location of those sites along the synthetic environmental gradient. Tolerance is similar to the niche breadth concept of Hurlbert (1978); higher tolerance values would be analogous to a broader niche. Residual tolerance is the variation in species occurrence not accounted for by the main gradient. Outlying mean index is robust to unimodal, linear, or a mixture of species response curves and is not biased against species-poor or low-abundance sites on the synthetic gradient. Its interpretations also are robust to multicollinearity among the explanatory variables (Dolédec et al. 2000). We determined significance of the outlying mean index analysis at $\alpha = 0.05$ based upon a Monte Carlo simulation (Metropolis and Ulam 1949), in which observed marginalities were statistically compared to 10,000 random permutation values of species marginalities or the null hypothesis that species are distributed equivalently in relation to the environmental variables.

RESULTS

Environmental features of the gradient.—Habitat and landscape metrics varied considerably across the urban–rural gradient, especially human density, patch size, and patch area to perimeter ratio (Table 1). Using results of the cluster analysis, we segregated sites within the urban–rural gradient into 2 broad groups, urban and rural (Fig. 2). Of the 47 sites in which carnivores were sampled, 18 sites were grouped within the urban region and 29 sites within the rural region. All habitat types were included in each region except row crop in the urban region and lawn in the rural region. Some sites (sites 8, 27, and 45) of our study area were categorized into regions that differed from adjacent sites because of a variety of site-specific attributes and surrounding land-use characteristics (Figs. 1 and 2).

Environmental features were significantly different between urban and rural regions (Wilks’ lambda $= 0.2123$, $F = 10.12$, $d.f. = 11, 30$, $P < 0.0001$). Variables associated with human development, namely human, industrial, commercial, and road densities, were greater in the urban region, whereas the amount of agricultural land surrounding sites was significantly greater in the rural region (Table 2). The average abundance of small mammal prey, patch sizes, area to perimeter ratios, and
AWMPFD did not significantly differ between the urban and rural regions. Of these, AWMPFD differed the least among sites across the urban–rural gradient (Table 2), indicating a similar and smaller than expected degree of habitat fragmentation or average patch complexity between these 2 regions. Thus, size, shape, and configuration of sampling sites did not differ between regions but the surrounding land use did differ.

**Carnivore occurrence along the urban–rural gradient.**—Coyote, red fox, and raccoon were the 3 carnivore species most commonly recorded within the urban–rural gradient, with red fox the least common (scent-station occurrences: $X = 0.030 \pm 0.012$, range 0–0.333) and raccoon the most common (scent-station occurrences: $X = 0.176 \pm 0.021$, range 0–0.333). We documented coyotes (scent-station occurrences: $X = 0.118 \pm 0.020$, range 0–0.333) in 6 of 18 urban sites, 18 of 29 rural sites, and in all habitat types except lawn. In the urban region, red foxes only occurred in an old field and only 1 shrubland and 3 woodland sites in the rural region. We detected raccoon tracks in every urban site, 12 of 29 rural sites, and in all habitats across the urban–rural gradient.

The 2-way MANOVA indicated that occurrence of carnivores differed significantly between the 2 regions (Wilks’ lambda = 0.4660, $F = 11.84$, $d.f. = 3, 31$, $P < 0.0001$). Overall, habitat and region × habitat effects also differed significantly among carnivores (habitat: Wilks’ lambda = 0.3328, $F = 1.99$, $d.f. = 21, 89.6$, $P = 0.0137$; region × habitat: Wilks’ lambda = 0.4572, $F = 1.88$, $d.f. = 15, 86.0$, $P = 0.0365$). Individual ANOVAs indicated that red fox occurrences varied significantly by the interaction between region and habitat ($MS = 0.0306, F = 1.13$, $d.f. = 7, P = 0.0006$) and raccoon occurrences at scent stations varied significantly between regions ($MS = 0.2882, F = 21.41$, $d.f. = 1, P < 0.0001$). Subsequent post hoc comparisons revealed that raccoons occurred more frequently in the urban region (Fig. 3), whereas red foxes exhibited the highest occurrence in woodland of the rural region (Figs. 3 and 4), principally at sites 40, 57, and 67 ($X = 0.315 \pm 0.018$; Fig. 1). Although not statistically significant, coyotes did tend to avoid sites within the urban region more than those of the rural region ($MS = 0.0869, F = 5.23$, $d.f. = 1, P = 0.0278$; Fig. 3).

The overall outlying mean index analysis, or sensitivity of carnivores to environmental variables along the gradient, was significant ($P = 0.0023$) based upon 10,000 permutations of a Monte Carlo simulation. Raccoons exhibited a significant and relatively high tolerance to average habitat conditions of the synthetic gradient. Red foxes had relatively low tolerance, or were less likely to be associated with a diversity of sites along the gradient, but their overall response was not significant. Coyotes did respond significantly to the urban–rural gradient and their tolerance level was between that of red foxes and raccoons (Table 3). The first 2 axes of the outlying mean index analysis accounted for 88.5% and 0.09% of the variation in environmental variables. Axis 2 explained a negligible amount of the variation in carnivore occurrences (Table 4) but was retained to generate a biplot of carnivore occurrences in relation to the environmental variables. Biplot scores of the environmental variable loadings, or canonical coefficients, indicate that axis 1 described a gradient extending from the urban center. It was most influenced by road density and residential and commercial land uses in proximity to the urban center and proportion of agricultural land at the opposing end.

### Table 2.—A comparison of means (± 1 SE) of environmental variables among sampling sites for Carnivora in different regions of the urban–rural gradient of the Chicago metropolitan area. Variables are described in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prey (no. per site)</td>
<td>8.58 ± 2.12</td>
<td>10.31 ± 1.54</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.7820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch size (ha)</td>
<td>39.86 ± 7.90</td>
<td>128.14 ± 59.83</td>
<td>1.415</td>
<td>0.2411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>70.85 ± 12.33</td>
<td>124.93 ± 27.45</td>
<td>2.896</td>
<td>0.0965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWMPFD</td>
<td>1.296 ± 0.001</td>
<td>1.294 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.6491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban distance (km)</td>
<td>58.42 ± 3.09</td>
<td>44.46 ± 3.90</td>
<td>58.901</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road density (km per 3.14 km$^2$)</td>
<td>10.70 ± 0.79</td>
<td>29.34 ± 3.59</td>
<td>64.454</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human density (no. per 5.76 km$^2$)</td>
<td>364.94 ± 179.28</td>
<td>4,609.31 ± 1,223.81</td>
<td>22.011</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry (ha per 5.76 km$^2$)</td>
<td>4.79 ± 2.95</td>
<td>18.08 ± 4.92</td>
<td>12.456</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial (ha per 5.76 km$^2$)</td>
<td>3.99 ± 1.48</td>
<td>15.09 ± 3.44</td>
<td>18.047</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential (ha per 5.76 km$^2$)</td>
<td>22.04 ± 4.95</td>
<td>108.56 ± 19.81</td>
<td>43.546</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural (ha per 78.54 km$^2$)</td>
<td>5.67 ± 0.001</td>
<td>15.63 ± 3.10</td>
<td>19.994</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* AWMPFD = area-weighted mean patch fractal dimension.

---

**FIG. 3.**—Average site occurrence of species of Carnivora from scent-station data across all sampling seasons in different regions of the urban–rural gradient in the Chicago metropolitan area (mean ± 1 SE).
of the gradient. Small mammal prey abundance (Prey) and AWMPFD contributed the least toward explaining distributions of all 3 carnivores along the urban–rural gradient (Table 4; Fig. 5). Raccoon occurrence was strongly negatively associated with axis 1 (Fig. 5), and thus was negatively related to patches distant from the urban center and positively correlated with residential areas. Conversely, red foxes and coyotes were more likely to be found in areas further from the urban center.

**DISCUSSION**

Some environmental features along our transect followed characteristics of a traditionally defined urban–rural gradient: as distance from the urban center increased, densities of roads, people, and commercial development decreased, whereas area of habitat patches increased. Yet a cluster analysis, used to group sites based upon all environmental variables measured, indicated a slightly more complex, nonlinear gradient. For example, 1 site categorized within the rural region was located only 23.3 km from the urban center and was surrounded by sites categorized in the urban region. This particular site was relatively large compared to adjacent urban sites and had little commercial or residential development surrounding it. In addition, 2 sites in the southeastern part of our gradient were categorized in the urban region but were surrounded by rural sites. Unlike the adjacent sites, housing developments abutted both of these.

Distributions of the 3 most commonly occurring carnivores differed significantly between regions and among habitats of the urban–rural gradient. In particular, raccoons were significantly more common in the urban sites, whereas coyotes showed a tendency to occupy more rural sites. Red foxes showed a strong and significant preference for woodland habitat within the rural region. The gradient, as reflected by the outlying mean index, was strongly influenced by distance of sampling sites from the urban center. Two statistics characteristic of the outlying mean index analysis, marginality and tolerance, differed among the 3 carnivore species and were greatest for raccoons. Higher marginality was likely due to raccoon occurrence in all habitat types and relatively high tolerance attributed to this species’ fairly widespread distribution across the urban–rural gradient. Distribution of raccoons was most strongly influenced by residential areas with moderate density of roads in relative proximity to the urban center, characteristic of near-urban to suburban developments in our study. Raccoons used a variety of habitats across the gradient as a whole, but were absent in nonnative grassland, old field, and prairie of the rural region.

Mark–recapture and radiotelemetry studies in northeastern Illinois (Prange et al. 2003, 2004) also have shown that raccoon densities are greater in urban and suburban sites than in rural sites. Higher raccoon densities in urban areas appear to be related to a relatively stable supply of anthropogenic food sources, especially food refuse. Raccoons in agricultural landscapes of Illinois are active within relatively large home ranges (Rosenblatt et al. 1999), whereas their urban counterparts usually maintain smaller home ranges (Prange et al. 2004). Concentration of anthropogenic food sources, high-density urban development, and greater vehicle traffic along roadways contribute to decreased movements and dispersal rates of raccoons in urban areas (Hatten 2000; Rosatte et al. 1991).
In contrast to raccoons, coyotes were more commonly observed in rural sites and were absent in lawn, prairie, and woodland edge of the urban region. Voles (Microtus ochrogaster and M. pennsylvanicus), a common prey of coyotes, were relatively abundant in nonnative grassland, old field, and shrubland sites in the urban region (Atkinson and Shakleton 1991; Cepek 2004; Randa 1996). The greatest number of coyote tracks were recorded at opposite ends of the east–west aspect of our transect, along woodland edge of the rural region and in open (non-forested) habitats, namely nonnative grassland and row crop. These locations were in or near relatively large clusters of natural areas away from dense residential, commercial, or industrial developments, and the combination of open and forested habitats could provide suitable foraging and den sites, respectively. Although coyotes are behaviorally quite adaptable and will alter their activity patterns to avoid humans (Kitchen et al. 2000; McClennen et al. 2001), our results support our initial prediction as well as previous findings that coyotes will preferentially use less-developed sections of large, metropolitan areas (Riley et al. 2003).

Red foxes were the least frequently detected of the 3 main carnivore species at our tracking stations. Their occurrence was significantly related to woodland habitat in the rural region, with their greatest occurrence in a relatively large (>50-ha) preserve. Red foxes are known to use a variety of habitats and eat a diversity of food resources (Knable 1970; Major and Sherburne 1987). Their more restricted habitat use in the rural region could have resulted from their avoidance of coyotes, a phenomenon well documented between these 2 potential competitors (Harrison et al. 1989; Sargeant et al. 1987; Voight and Earle 1983); coyotes were not detected within woodlands of the rural region where red foxes occurred. Urban areas were apparently used less by red foxes than by coyotes, because their tracks were observed in only 1 urban site, a 24-ha old field. This contrasts with our initial predictions and with studies in other urban areas that have shown red foxes associated with human dwellings in residential areas (Gloor et al. 2001; Gosselink et al. 2003). Red foxes may have been displaced from potentially suitable urban sites by coyotes or the urban regions of our study area may have exceeded the tolerance threshold of red foxes to human activity. With >8 million people and extensive urban sprawl, the Chicago metropolitan area is one of the most heavily urbanized areas in which red foxes occur. The impacts of intensive land use and land alteration and the overall low occurrence of red foxes across our 100-km transect support the idea that red foxes were intolerant of extensive human activity, especially in the urban region.

Although we could not determine mechanisms for carnivore distributions, such as changes in movement patterns of individuals in our study area, our multivariate gradient model helped reveal particular responses of these species to different attributes of human-altered ecosystems. In general, distance from the urban center, residential and commercial land use, and road density were the most important predictors of carnivore occurrence in our study area. Distribution of raccoons was positively correlated with these variables but they negatively affected coyote and red fox distributions. The degree of habitat fragmentation and the overall availability of small mammal prey, especially in regards to coyotes and red foxes, did not significantly differ among urban and rural regions nor significantly influence carnivore distributions across the urban–rural gradient. The lack of response to habitat fragmentation may be partly because the more commonly occurring raccoons and coyotes used woodland edge, which can increase due to fragmentation. More importantly, large-scale habitat loss after

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Inertia</th>
<th>OMI</th>
<th>Tol</th>
<th>RTol</th>
<th>OMI</th>
<th>Tol</th>
<th>RTol</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coyote</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red fox</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>0.736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raccoon</td>
<td>9.97</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Axis 1</th>
<th>Axis 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prey</td>
<td>0.1030</td>
<td>-0.5181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch size</td>
<td>0.1023</td>
<td>0.4614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>0.1869</td>
<td>0.3281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWMPFD*</td>
<td>-0.0094</td>
<td>0.0770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban distance</td>
<td>0.4644</td>
<td>0.0845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road density</td>
<td>-0.4049</td>
<td>0.1814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human density</td>
<td>-0.2939</td>
<td>0.2322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>-0.2208</td>
<td>0.1722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>-0.4459</td>
<td>0.1017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>-0.3900</td>
<td>0.0355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>0.2798</td>
<td>0.5194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigenvalue</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage variance explained</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* AWMPFD = area-weighted mean patch fractal dimension.
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extensive elimination of native prairie, woodland, and savanna in both the urban and rural regions and the tendency for large-scale movements by raccoons, coyotes, and red foxes (Atwood et al. 2004; Rosenblatt et al. 1999) has likely usurped the effects of habitat fragmentation and had a significant impact on the distributions of these species over time. Indeed, the carnivores sampled in this study are only a subset of those that occurred before human development. Carnivore species extirpated in recent history (within the last 160 years) from our study area include wolves (Canis lupus), pumas (Puma concolor), and possibly fishers (Martes pennanti—Cory 1912; Hoffmeister 1989). Only 1 record of a bobcat (Felis rufus) exists within the last 10 years near the far southwestern portion of our gradient (D. Mauger, pers. comm.), and American badgers (Taxidea taxus) probably no longer occur in our study area. With continued expansion of urban development into the rural region of our study site, we expect to see reduced occurrence of extant carnivores such as the coyote and red fox.
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